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So, what are the women like? Where to go at night? The area itself consists of 3 or 4 streets that are lined with
bars and clubs. If you travel solo you can also find other guys to hang out with and chicks to talk with. If you
like day game, but get frustrated by the lack of hot girls in a small area this is the place to go. From 11pm â€”
3am there will be horny girls all over the streets in LKF. In terms of clubs there are some good ones in LKF.
Volar is also popular, making it harder to get into. Other noteworthy clubs are Play, Fly, Levels and Dragon I,
but there are also plenty of other options. Lan Kwai Fong Where to go in the day? HK is full of shopping
malls, with the streets and subways also chock full of beautiful women. Approaching in the day time is
extremely rare in Hong Kong, so when you do, you really stand out from the crowd and the girls usually
genuinely appreciate it. Go for an indirect opener like asking a tourist question and go from there. If the open
goes well, always try for an instant date. Landmark, Harbour and Pacific Place are 3 big shopping malls you
can get started with. You need to improve your game if this happens. Top nights of the week Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday are all pretty quiet when it comes to the nightlife. There will still be tourists out in LKF on these
days, but in general, you will have more luck storming the beaches and shopping malls on Sunday and day
game on Mon and Tues. The street game at night is good and many people just hang outside Club 7 and are
very easy to open. There are a lot of teenagers and early twenties British expats, many of whom are also DTF.
Fridays and Saturdays, like any major city around the world, are rammed and LKF will absolutely come alive.
A good option that always worked well for me was meeting on the street at Club 7, pulling to a club and then
bouncing home, with the venue changes working well to cement a feeling of togetherness between you and
your girl. What to wear Like a lot of nouveau riche countries, in Hong Kong dressing smart means you are
wealthy so girls are generally easier to open if you look sharp. Gaming Chinese girls Some guys say that there
is a large distinction between gaming different girls. In the day time you have to mellow it out a little, and
approaching with an indirect opener can work well. Yes, when local Hong Kong guys get drunk they are
typically more aggressive, but unsophisticated about approaching girls. Drawbacks of Hong Kong Despite the
abundance of good looking girls, there is a distinct lack of stunners. As I mentioned before, almost no one
approaches in the day time, so although she may be taken aback initially, even doing the approach
demonstrates tons of confidence and you have very good chances if your game is on point. Another downside
is the price. Getting a place in HK can be expensive. If you want to be close to the action Central or Wan Chai
then best bet is to jump on Airbnb or find a Facebook Group and see if anything suits your budget. Further
out, like mid-levels, or even Kowloon and you can get somewhere bigger, for cheaper. However, as a single
dude, you may be better off to rent something small and dingy as close to LKF as possible. Multiple times I
was able to pull girls back to my apartment a thirty second walk where I may have lost her if I would have had
to involve a taxi. It also meant going out 5 times per week instead of Hong Kong is similar in a way to
Singapore , except HK has significantly more style and culture. The streets are more rowdy and fun in HK and
you can generally get away with more in HK. The worst thing in terms of game in HK is cock-blocking guys
who are friends with the girls. They often have absolutely no chance themselves but find it their duty to slut
shame their girlfriends enough into not dancing or leaving with you or simply grabbing the girl and moving
her when you approach. Shame on you guys. This demonstrates pure abundance to the girls and
subconsciously makes it easier to approach super hot girls with other cool guys. Read the book Sex At Dawn
to understand this mindset better. Then again after the video of a Western guy taking a girl away from her
boyfriend and him being too passive to do anything went viral in HK and other Asian countries many of the
guys feel like they need to stand up for themselves a little more. Conclusion Deciding on whether or not you
make the trip to Hong Kong in search of girls really depends on your tastes and your budget more than
anything else. There are a few other things to see and do a trip to The Peak is essential and overall HK has a
cool, friendly and safe vibe about it.
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